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LALIC: 25 Years of 
Cooperation

Karen Fisher, Academic Librarian, Leeds Beckett University
Bronwyn Brady, Senior Librarian Manager, Leeds Libraries



The History of LALIC



• On 24th May 1994, the inaugural meeting of LALIC was held at the 
Leeds College of Art and Design and apparently “a large packet of 
chocolate biscuits was opened to mark the occasion”!

• The original members were Leeds College of Art and Design, Leeds 
Metropolitan University, University of Leeds (including Bretton Hall 
College), Henry Moore Study Centre and Leeds Public Art Library.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This meeting was a result of a previous meetings between librarians from Leeds College of Art and Leeds City Art Library, discussing the possibility of staff swapping. They recognised that cooperation could have much further-reaching implications than just staff development and just involving their two libraries. In fact, there was even at one point an excited idea to cooperate with art libraries in Leeds’s twin city of Lille, but sadly that never came to fruition!



The following extract is taken from the 
minutes of the inaugural meeting:
“We decided that the working philosophy of LALIC is that it exists to be useful to us, 
to provide an oasis of support for each other, to give us joint power and strength 
and for us to find pleasure in meeting and in visiting each other informally. 
We do not wish LALIC to be a source of stress for any of us as professionals. LALIC 
can provide us with close personal contacts and with a forum for updating. We can 
discuss management issues such as collection development and promotion as well 
as exchanging practical information such as opening hours and stock holdings. 
We can set up our own guidelines to assist us in referring people to each others’ 
libraries. We can produce joint publications and together we can exercise the 
power to make discount purchase agreements with suppliers. 
We have a working group that our respective institutions will endorse and 
support... each institution is to have one representative, who can disseminate 
information to others … we will meet termly … the venue will be rotated and the 
host will chair the meeting … minutes of the meeting will be rotated so that the 
workload is shared”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
25 years later, most of the philosophy behind LALIC’s inception is still the same today, and is a great basis for any collaborative working. 



A welcome event organised in 1996 stated:

“The libraries are very different, and the special nature of LALIC is that 
it unites librarians from a wide range of institutions, who would not 
normally meet in the course of their professional practice, but who 

nevertheless have a great deal in common”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, 25 years later, this ethos still stands.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photos of the 2 Leeds Met libraries from 1994 and 1995. How things have changed!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main task of the group back in 1995 was the production of a printed Union List of Journals in LALIC Member Libraries, listing all the art and design journals the member libraries held and which years they covered. This was at a time when Leeds Metropolitan University Library had 3 workstations for students to access the internet on! The Union List continued for nearly 15 years but came to an end once all the member libraries had online Library Catalogues and the number of electronic journal subscriptions increased. It was a huge task to keep it updated and was the main focus of meetings for a number of years. It was however considered a really useful tool for both local libraries and researchers, and more nationally (ARLIS asked in 1996 for it to be included on the national Union List of Art, Design and Architecture Serials held at the National Art Library in the V&A).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other tasks in the first few years of the group were a leaflet giving information on each member library, a rolling programme of staff visits to each library, and a very close relationship with the members sharing resources, expertise and good practice. 



Art Researchers' Guide to Leeds

“A neat, pocket-sized book, it features 
contributions from librarians and archivists in ten 
libraries and repositories in and around Leeds and 
provides detailed information about the city’s 
specialised art and design resources. Art 
researchers… will find it a handy addition to the 
coat pocket and a useful aid to research.”

Stainforth, E. (2012) Review: art researchers’ guide to Leeds. Art Libraries Journal
[Online]. 37 (2). Available from: <https://doi.org/10.1017/S0307472200017491> 
[Accessed 29 October 2019].

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In later years, the same ethos of sharing knowledge and good practice continued and in 2010 we undertook the huge task of publishing a booklet entitled Art Researchers' Guide to Leeds. This served to provide information to art researchers in/visiting Leeds and outlined all of the resources that they could access. It not only contained information on the LALIC member libraries, but other esteemed institutions such as The Royal Armouries, The Thoresby Society and The Leeds Library. The booklet was driven by the then Art Librarian from the University of Leeds, Rose Roberto. Rose was on the ARLIS Publications Committee and after the Leeds booklet was published she went on to edit similar guides for Dublin, Edinburgh and Liverpool. The book was launched at the ARLIS conference in 2011 which was held in Leeds and which LALIC members played an active role in organising. It was noted several times during the organisation of the conference that LALIC was pretty unique in the world of UK arts libraries, and that there weren’t really any similar groups in existence. Apart from the Scottish Visual Arts Group, we think this is still the case.



LALIC: Now and the Future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The different Art Libraries that comprise LALIC offer a range of collections and services, knowledge and expertise, which complement each other to form a strong dynamic collective of resources serving a diverse range of users.  Together our unique and diverse archives and special collections provide a rich resource for teaching, learning and research as well as providing rich stimulus  for inspiration to students, artists and anyone  who has interest in the subject , either as a participant  engaging in the creative process or for reading for pleasure. 



Highlights and strengths of the collections includes
Henry Moore Institute Research Library

27,000 books and a particularly strong 
focus on British sculpture 

Exceptional reference resource where you 
can learn about the history of sculpture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the Henry Moore Institute Library, we have an exceptional reference resource in Sculpture, covering a whole history of the subject in the broadest sense, with a strong focus on British sculpture.  The library works closely with the Archive of Sculptors’ Papers owned by Leeds Museums and Galleries. 





Highlights and strengths of the collection
Art Library Leeds Central Library

Over 25,000 specialist
books covering all
aspects of art

18th and 19th Painting and 
20th century British art

Largest public Art Library
in the North of England

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Art Library at Leeds Central Library, We have over 25,000 specialist books covering all aspects of art, with a particular strength in 18th and 19th century painting and 20th century British Art. Its Special Collections are in Fashion, Pottery and Botanical drawing.  It is the largest public Art Library in the North of England. 





Drawing Room, Art Library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The development of the Drawing Room as a designated art and craft studio, formerly the old art library reading room, is ideally situated in the Art library where the books and collections are utilised and are at the heart of the activities not only to provide stimulus but also as a way of promoting the books. 



Highlights and strengths of the collections includes
Leeds Arts University 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leeds Arts University Library provide exceptional print and online resources for the creative arts including specialist collections of artists’ books and photobooks. Leeds Arts University has roots dating back to 1846 and the original Leeds School of Art. It has been pioneering art education for over 170 years formerly known as Leeds College of Art it gained university status in 2017. It is the only specialist arts university in the North of England. 



Highlights and strengths of the collection
Leeds Beckett University Library

Resources to support students studying in 
the Leeds School of Arts

Large collection of books and journals on 
architecture, creative technology, fashion, 
film, fine art, graphic design, interior 
architecture, landscape architecture, music, 
performing arts and product design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leeds Beckets University Art Library,has a specialist range of resources tailored towards the specific needs of their staff and students. Their Leeds School of Arts is the largest school within the university, with over 3000 students studying over 40 arts courses. The library provides Academic Librarian expertise and study space for these students, researchers and staff, as well as resources to support the curriculum, with a strong emphasis on contemporary, creative practice. 





University of Leeds Library 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Has been represented at LALIC meetings in the past and we would welcome a new representative going forward. The University has four major collections of interest to art and design researchers; the University Library Main Collections, Special Collections, the International Textile Archive and the Marks and Spencer Archive.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As well as the vast range and diversity of our collections, our strengths include the iconic buildings in which the libraries are situated and their proximity to each other which facilitate co-operation and offer great potential for collaborative events. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going forward we would like to build on our existing strong foundations to develop collective projects and events to support collections development and management , feeding into national initiatives and to aid staff development by sharing expertise and knowledge .



Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We also want to look at how we use the network to promote each other’s collections and consider growth and audience development. One channel is cross promotion, collaborations, sharing access to each other’s audiences to grow each other’s user base. We are thinking about imaginative ways to use the web and social media to showcase the valuable resources that the art libraries possess. We are open to exploring the potential of collaborative web resources  to highlight our collections eg Could we use the LALIC website to highlight specific kinds of resources which are less visible through library catalogues eg audio -visual material. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possible developments might beShowcasing the collections from the Art Libraries in Leeds in conjunction with current local art exhibitions – in 2017 we had the opportunity to talk about some of the most exciting items from our collections at an event in conjunction with the brilliant exhibition ‘ the House that Heals the Soul’ at the Tetley Gallery which focused on publishing, the social status of libraries  and book production.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mentoring and partnering with other national art libraries to develop a programme and share benefits - Learning from collective experience offers a wealth of benefits to those willing to invest in building a network. These include the sharing of successful ideas and initiatives, sharing sources of funding and expertise and pooling talent , experience and expertise



Highlighting collection strengths

On the shelf: Artists’ books
in the Henry Moore Institute 
Research Library 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlighting collection strengths e.g. Artists’ Books –  Henry Moore Institute  and the Arts University library have exemplary Artists book collections . Artist books exhibits are becoming increasingly popular and prevalent on local regional and national levels. In Leeds we have the annual International Contemporary Artists’ Book Fair in its 22nd year is the longest-running artists' book fair outside of London. How could we work in collaboration to maximize the attraction of these collections? 



Library Interventions 2019. Artworks created from the library collection curated by 
Senior Subject Librarian and guest artist Professor Dee Haddon in Leeds Arts University 
Gallery, October 2019. Photograph by Hamish Irvine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working with Artists – How can we harness the creativity in the many artists in the region to engage with audiences. For eg the Library Interventions programme  running at Leeds Arts University since 2013. It is a programme intended to bring the creative potential of the Library into an active visibility. Artists, designers, writers and performers have been invited into the Library in order to create with/in the Library space and its collection. For the invited artists, the Library Intervention brief is to explore the Library as best they see fit and create a new body of work that responds to some aspect of the collection and/or library environment.





Annual Networking Event…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annual networking event with invited speakers. Today’s event could be the model for an annual event where we invite speakers to share information about their collections and current projects and also create an opportunity to meet each other informally and discuss concerns and achievements in the library world. In summary, LALIC want to ensure that their collections support the learning, teaching, research and enjoyment of art in Leeds and contribute to the advancement of innovation in the creative arts nationally and internationally. 
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